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The food challenge 

Narrative 

Mr. Lopez, professor of biology at a secondary school, arranges a meeting with teachers from various 

departments (geography, English and ethics) in his school who teach the same group of students. He 

wants them to design together a game that covers all concepts of healthy eating. The rest of the 

teachers think that this is a great idea and they start thinking how to create this collaborative game. 

A few days later they meet again to establish the requirements of the game. Each of them come up a 

few challenges for the students, two per subject, which are arranged so that one can only move to the 

next challenge when the first is completed. To overcome every challenge the students must pass a series 

of tests using their own technological tools. 

They decide the structure will be that each week students will have to discover a QR code in an 

unknown place of the school. The QR code will have a mystery that students have a week to solve. The 

first challenge hidden in a QR code will contain information that will be enigmatic and motivating for 

students. 

The object will be to complete the challenges as a group and overall the game will last two months. 

There will be prizes for the best groups. Once the goal and game mechanics have been set, the 

teachers have a week to create their challenges, two per teacher. 

After the week Mr. Lopez set up another meeting with the teachers to work together on the challenges 

proposed by each. 

Once all the challenges are created Mr. Lopez organizes the game so that takes place inside and 

outside the school.  

Back from Christmas break, students receive an SMS on their mobile phones with the message "Find a 

QR code at school and follow the instructions. Signed. Mr. Lopez" The code encourages students to go 

to a biology class where the whole game is explained. Each week Mr. Lopez is in charge of hiding a new 

QR code that poses a new challenge. 

Students using their own devices will send their answers to the IWB using collaboration software. 

Teachers will check the challenge solutions and give points to each group.   

During the process of solving the challenges students may establish interactions with external agents to 

help them complete the challenge, such as external experts, participating in online forums, asking other 

teachers. 

After two months the groups that completed all the challenges and with high scores will have to 

complete the final challenge. This final challenge is to prepare a presentation, animation, video, etc ... 

that should teach students in primary or lower grades, about healthy eating using the material they’ve 

learned. 
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Each year Mr. Lopez and the other school departments will work in this way with different topics and 

subjects, offering students winners of the challenges the possibility of raising new challenges and topics. 

Key concepts 

 Bring Your Own Devices (BYOD) 

 Game based learning  

 21st century skills in practice  

o Problem based learning 

o Project based learning 

 Applications and blocks  

 Getting students to acquire significant and integrated concepts related to real life, linking it with 

other materials and using technological tools and resources. 

Environment 

 School ant the surrounds, over two months  

People & roles 

 Teachers of different subjects: whose role will be  designers of learning challenges, facilitator, 

manager of knowledge and activity, consultant, designer and evaluator of the activity. 

 Students as active users and building knowledge, collaborators and communicators.  

 Families, whose function will be to collaborate, provide resources and observe the process. 

Resources & technologies 

 Interactive whiteboards, personal devices (tablets, phones etc) 

 Presentation tools 

 QR codes  

 

The Future Classroom Scenarios have been developed as part of the EC-funded iTEC project (FP7; 2010-2014). The  

Find more Future Classroom Scenarios in the Future Classroom Lab website (http://fcl.eun.org/directory) and learn 

how to create your own scenarios by using the Future Classroom Toolkit (http://fcl.eun.org/toolkit) 

  

http://fcl.eun.org/directory
http://fcl.eun.org/toolkit
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